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Also a trainer/facilitator for Mendeley, Endnote(Reference 
Manager), Weebly, Wordpress (Web Designing) and Social 
Media Marketing (Facebook, Instagram and Whatsapp)

• At  the end of the session, participants are able to:
i. Integrate gamification concepts and practices in teaching and 
learning.
ii. Apply gamification in the form of Web 2.0.
https://pollev.com/mathijl
https://padlet.com/mathi09/gamify



• Gamification is an emerging trend in
advertising, business and education.
• Context of education - applying gaming
principles in non-gaming contexts to enable
students more actively engaged and motivated
in the learning process.
• Gamification is the use of game elements and
game thinking in non-game environments to
increase target behaviour and engagement
• It doesn’t offer a whole gaming experience,
but some game elements are used.
Introduction to Gamification
• Involvement – or engagement – is one of the greatest challenge
to the academician in the tertiary education.
• To motivate students to study and keep them engaged until the
end of a semester isn’t easy.
• Application of games and game dynamics in the learning design
is not a new phenomenon in the learning environment.
• Development and availability of new technologies especially
interactive multimedia technology has propelled this field
forward, opening up new possibilities.

Game elements 
(not full-games) 
And game thinking 
(This doesn’t need 
to involve game 
technique, it’s more 
about the way 
games are designed 
and the idea behind 
games) 
In a non-game 
environment 
(commercial as well 
as not-for-profit 
environments) 
To increase target 
behaviour and 
engagement (target 
behaviour is central 
to this definition) 

Traditional 
eLearning
Game-
Based 
eLearnin
g
Cost effective YES YES
Low physical liability YES YES
Standardized 
assessment
YES YES
Highly engaging NO YES
Easy transfer of 
knowledge to real 
world environments
NO YES
Immediate feedback in 
response to mistakes
NO YES
Comparison Between Game-Based Learning With Traditional Learning 
• The definition of gamification is the application of game-like mechanics to non-
game entities to encourage a specific behavior
• Gamification is not game-based learning, nor does it require students to play 
games, with toys, use electronics.
• Gamification is not game-based learning, nor does it require students to 
play games, with toys, use electronics.
1. To encourage a specific response or behavior
2. To promote competition; to engage students
• The definition of game-based learning is simply
learning through games.
• Learn what? That depends—could be simply becoming better at the game, 
but in most educational settings, students will instead learning academic 
and non-academic content by playing games.
1. To repackage academic content
2. To promote critical and strategic thinking
3. To support both struggling and talented students
• Gamification is first and foremost about encouragement
mechanics and the system that promotes them, while
game-based learning is first t and foremost about the
game and its cognitive residue (whether from the game’s
content, or academic content).
• They each can use one another.
• They both can lead to content mastery, but neither are
expressly designed for classroom use— which is why, done
well, your students will probably like them.





Were you happy when you scored? Were
you excited to immediately try a more
difficult challenge?
Did you feel frustrated when you didn’t
succeed? Did this make you want to give
up right?
Did watching someone score more than
you make you believe that you could
score too, if you practiced more?
Think…. Think…..

• Remember: When apply games in your classroom,
remember that the game is not replacing you as an
instructor.
• Elements of game design, such as storytelling, competition, cooperation, choice
and feedback can help engage students.
• Create activities that are based around game formats we are already
familiar with, design frameworks around games.
• With the successful application of suitable gamification techniques,
information delivered more in an efficient and effective way that can
lead to addictive learning process.
• When To Use Game-Based Learning?
If you want to customize your academic content.
If you wish to encourage critical and strategic thinking in the class.
If you want to engage and motivate the learners who are otherwise not
engaged.
If you want to support the struggling learners in learning better.
Applying 
Gamificatio
n Elements
Identifying 
Resources
Structuring 
the 
Experience
Defining 
Learning 
Objectives
Understandi
ng the 
Target 
Audience 
and the 
Context
Make Students Co-
Designers
Allow Second 
Chances. And Third
Provide Instant 
Feedback
Make Progress 
Visible
Create Challenges Or 
Quests Instead Of 
Homework & Projects
Offer Individual 
Badges & Rewards
Have Students Design 
A Class-Wide Skills & 
Achievement System
Implement 
Educational 
Technology
Embrace Failure; 
Emphasize Practice
Fun
Competitive
Self Expression
Creativity
Exploration
Collaboration












